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Taxation in a Global Digital Economy Schriftenreihe IStR Band 107 Linde Verlag GmbH Time to discuss anti-BEPS
measures around digitalization In the course of the BEPS Report on Action 1, it was concluded that there was no
instantaneous need for speciﬁc rules to address base erosion and proﬁt shifting (BEPS) made possible by the
digitalization of enterprises and new digital businesses. At the same time, it was acknowledged that general measures
may not suﬃce with the assessment of results to begin in 2020. While awaiting possible fundamental reforms of the
tax framework, it is time to discuss anti-BEPS measures bearing in mind the peculiar features of the digital economy
such as increased mobility, no need for physical presence, and dematerialization. The Book focuses on ﬁve key areas of
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interest:International Tax PolicyTax Treaty LawTransfer PricingIndirect Taxation IssuesEU Law “Taxation in a Global
Digital Economy” analyses the issues and addresses the ﬁve key areas of interest from various viewpoints. Transfer
Pricing Documentation and Country-by-country Reporting, Action 13, 2015 Final Report OCDE This report contains
revised standards for transfer pricing documentation incorporating a master ﬁle, local ﬁle, and a template for countryby-country reporting of revenues, proﬁts, taxes paid and certain measures of economic activity. The revised
standardised approach and will require taxpayers to articulate consistent transfer pricing positions and will provide
tax administrations with useful information to assess transfer pricing and other BEPS risks, make determinations
about where audit resources can most eﬀectively be deployed, and, in the event audits are called for, provide
information to commence and target audit enquiries. Country-by-country reports will be disseminated through an
automatic government-to-government exchange mechanism. The implementation package included in this report sets
out guidance to ensure that the reports are provided in a timely manner, that conﬁdentiality is preserved and that the
information is used appropriately, by incorporating model legislation and model Competent Authority Agreements
forming the basis for government-to-government exchanges of the reports OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting
Project Aligning Transfer Pricing Outcomes with Value Creation, Actions 8-10 - 2015 Final Reports Org. for Economic
Cooperation & Development The report contains revisions to the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines to align transfer pricing
outcomes with value creation. The revised guidance focuses on the following key areas: transfer pricing issues relating
to transactions involving intangibles; contractual arrangements, including the contractual allocation of risks and
corresponding proﬁts, which are not supported by the activities actually carried out; the level of return to funding
provided by a capital-rich MNE group member, where that return does not correspond to the level of activity
undertaken by the funding company; and other high-risk areas. The report also sets out follow-up work to be carried
out on the transactional proﬁt split method which will lead to detailed guidance on the ways in which this method can
appropriately be applied to further align transfer pricing outcomes with value creation. Action Plan on Base Erosion
and Proﬁt Shifting OECD Publishing This action plan, created in response to a request by the G20, identiﬁes a set of
domestic and international actions to address the problems of base erosion and proﬁt sharing. The Taxation of
Permanent Establishments A Critical Analysis of the Authorised OECD Approach and Its Implementation in German Tax
Law under Speciﬁc Consideration of the Challenges Imposed to the PE Concept by the Digitalisation of the Economy
Springer Nature This book provides a comprehensive analysis of the rules governing the taxation of permanent
establishments as implemented in the OECD Model Tax Convention and German national tax law. Deviations between
the OECD approach and the German approach are identiﬁed and modiﬁcations to the rules as a result of the Base
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Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting (BEPS) project are examined. Moreover, challenges imposed to the PE concept as a result of
the digitalisation of the economy are identiﬁed and discussed. Against this background, the Pillar One Blueprint
proposing a long-term solution to overcome the tax challenges arising from the digitalisation of the economy is
presented and assessed against widely accepted overarching principles of tax policy. International Commercial Tax
Cambridge University Press Updated to address recent developments, this evaluation of the international tax order
compares approaches of the OECD, UN, and EU. Global Trends in VAT/GST and Direct Taxation Schriftenreihe IStR Band
93 Linde Verlag GmbH Recent developments in direct taxes and VAT/GST Taxes – in general – have become the topic of
broad legal and policy discussions. VAT and GST are often said to be the ﬁscal success story of the 20th century, as
almost all developed countries levy VAT or GST or similar all-encompassing broad-based consumption taxes. Global
trends in direct taxes are visible at the level of international players, such as the OECD. Due to the OECD’s BEPS
project, national tax systems are being signiﬁcantly modiﬁed. This book aims at identifying and discussing the current
global trends in both VAT/GST and direct taxes. In daily practice, VAT/GST and direct taxes should be regarded
simultaneously. Therefore, the Master’s theses contained in this book deal with and highlight numerous issues,
challenges and opportunities found in both direct taxes and in the VAT/GST area, ranging from nexus in direct taxes
and VAT/GST, recent developments in certain policy areas, the deﬁnition of taxable persons, tax abuse, nondiscrimination rules, charities, transfer pricing, European State aid, immovable property, share deals etc. While the
construction of VAT/GST and direct taxes diﬀers, both taxes have similarities. The contributions in this book make a
legal comparison of the recent developments in direct taxes and VAT/GST in the relevant ﬁelds, provide an analysis of
the similarities and diﬀerences of the two taxation systems and highlight global trends in taxation. Substance in
International Tax Law DEMPE Approach, Substantial Activity Requirement and Beneﬁcial Ownership Kluwer Law
International B.V. The notion of ‘substance’ is proving to be central to the OECD’s base erosion and proﬁt shifting (BEPS)
project, particularly in the area of taxation of intangibles. In this book, this notoriously hard-to-deﬁne concept is
examined from three distinct angles: transfer pricing (DEMPE Approach), harmful tax practices (Substantial Activity
Requirement), and tax treaties (Beneﬁcial Ownership). In a thoroughgoing investigation using the practical example of
an IP company, the author provides detailed and precise answers to the following questions: What substance is
necessary to be entitled to intangible-related returns? What substance is necessary to beneﬁt from preferential IP
regimes or no or only nominal tax jurisdictions? What substance is necessary to collect royalties free from withholding
taxes? Given the need to agree on a common understanding of substance in international tax law in order to avoid
costly tax disputes, this important book is unmatched for the clear light it sheds on the most relevant substance
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requirements regarding intangibles. It will prove invaluable to tax practitioners and in-house counsel who are dealing
with cross-border transactions concerning intangibles. OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting Project Measuring
and Monitoring Beps, Action 11 - 2015 Final Report Org. for Economic Cooperation & Development There are hundreds of
empirical studies ﬁnding evidence of tax-motivated proﬁt shifting, using diﬀerent data sources and estimation
strategies. While measuring the scope of BEPS is challenging given its complexity and existing data limitations, a
number of recent studies suggest that BEPS is responsible for signiﬁcant global corporate income tax (CIT) revenue
losses. This report assesses currently available data and concludes that signiﬁcant limitations severely constrain
economic analyses of the scale and economic impact of BEPS and improved data and methodologies are required.
Noting these data limitations, a dashboard of six BEPS indicators has been constructed, using diﬀerent data sources
and assessing diﬀerent BEPS channels. These indicators provide evidence that BEPS exists and has been increasing
over time. New empirical analysis estimates that the scale of global CIT revenue losses could be between USD 100 and
240 billion annually at 2014 levels. The report also presents a toolkit to assist countries evaluate the ﬁscal eﬀects of
BEPS countermeasures. The research also ﬁnds signiﬁcant non-ﬁscal economic distortions arising from BEPS. The
report concludes by making recommendations regarding data and monitoring tools to improve the analysis of BEPS in
the future Tax Treaty Case Law around the Globe 2016 Schriftenreihe IStR Band 102 Linde Verlag GmbH A Global
Overview of International Tax Disputes on DTC This book provides a unique and comprehensive global overview of
international tax disputes on double tax conventions, thereby ﬁlling a gap in the area of tax treaty case law. It covers
the 37 most important tax treaty cases which were decided in 2015 around the world. The systematic structure of each
case allows easy and eﬃcient comparison of the varying application and interpretation of tax treaties in diﬀerent
regimes. With the continuously increasing importance of tax treaties, Tax Treaty Case Law around the Globe 2016 is a
valuable reference tool for anyone interested in tax treaty case law. This book is of interest to tax practitioners,
multinational enterprises, policymakers, tax administrators, judges and academics. OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Proﬁt
Shifting Project Aligning Transfer Pricing Outcomes with Value Creation, Actions 8-10 - 2015 Final Reports OECD
Publishing Addressing base erosion and proﬁt shifting (BEPS) is a key priority of governments. In 2013, OECD and G20
countries, working together on an equal footing, adopted a 15-point Action Plan to address BEPS. This publication is
the ﬁnal report for Actions 8-10. Transfer Pricing Developments Around the World 2019 Kluwer Law International B.V.
Intensive work on transfer pricing, one of the most relevant and challenging topics in the international tax
environment, continues to increase worldwide at every level of government and international policy with far-reaching
impact on countries’ legislations, administrative guidelines and jurisprudence. This book presents an in-depth, issue-
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by-issue analysis of the current state of developments along with suggestions for future solutions to the problems
raised. Emerging from the research conducted by the WU Transfer Pricing Center at the Institute for Austrian and
International Tax Law at WU (Vienna University of Economics and Business), this book oﬀers eight topic-based papers
prepared by international experts on transfer pricing. Greatly helping to deﬁne recent transfer pricing issues around
the world, this book encompasses the following topics: Global Transfer Pricing Developments; Transfer Pricing
Developments in the European Union; Transfer Pricing Developments in the United States; Transfer Pricing
Developments in Developing Countries and Emerging Economies; Recent Developments on Transfer Pricing and IntraGroup Services; Recent Developments on Transfer Pricing and Intra-Group Financing; Recent Developments on the
Nexus Rules to Tax Business Proﬁts at Source; and Recent Developments on Attribution of Proﬁts to Digital Permanent
Establishments. The intense work of international organizations such as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development, United Nations and other international organizations as well as the intense work of the European
Union is thoroughly analyzed in this book. The detailed analysis will be of immeasurable value to the various players
including international organizations, the business community and advisory ﬁrms, corporate CEOs and CFOs, and
government oﬃcials as well as to tax lawyers, in-house counsel and academics in facilitating eﬃcient dialogue and a
coordinated approach to transfer pricing in the future. Tax Transfer Pricing Under the Arm’s Length and the Sale
Country Principles Gruppo 24 Ore The book pays attention to the tax treatment of transfer pricing in a single perspective
of analysis since the most important principles (the arm’s length -ALP- i.e. conditions that independent parties would
share, and the sale country) are agreed worldwide. They must be applied in the same way regardless of the economic
sector or industry. A country survey overlooks the most important issue of the ﬁscal problem, that is, the ability to
project a unitary policy in compliance with the ALP (or with the sale country principle) and that should be audited by
one sole (only theoretically) existing tax authority. The practical part and examples disclose how rules should be/have
been applied, how legal proceedings can arise/arose regarding their application , how they were decided if litigation
truly occurred, and ﬁnally the author’s motivated opinion with special focus on which is “the breaking point” of a
speciﬁc analysis. The term “breaking point” is used to explain which can be the factual and/or the interpretative
change that is able to modify such analysis and thus the solution. Extract from the preface of prof. Reuven Avi-Yonah:
“this book is a must read for any serious student of the topic and an important contribution to understanding how the
ALP is applied today as well as to how it should be applied. It is an invaluable contribution and should be read widely
by both tax lawyers and accountants and by tax policy makers”. OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting Project
Making Dispute Resolution More Eﬀective – MAP Peer Review Report, Germany (Stage 2) Inclusive Framework on BEPS:
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Action 14 Inclusive Framework on BEPS: Action 14 OECD Publishing This report reﬂects the outcome of the stage 2 peer
monitoring of the implementation of the Action 14 Minimum Standard by Germany. Transfer Pricing in SMEs Critical
Analysis and Practical Solutions Springer This book provides a detailed assessment of current approaches to transfer
pricing in the context of small- and middle-sized enterprises (SMEs), including the newest update of Transfer Pricing
Guidelines from 10 July 2017. It analyzes the transfer pricing rules for SMEs across the European Union (EU) and
explores two alternative approaches as suitable solutions for current transfer pricing issues. The authors evaluate and
discuss alternative approaches like Safe Harbour and Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB). Taking into
account the prominent role of SMEs in the European Union’s economy, the book also puts forward policy
recommendations to achieve the long-term goals of the EU’s 2020 agenda. OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting
Project Making Dispute Resolution More Eﬀective – MAP Peer Review Report, Austria (Stage 2) Inclusive Framework on
BEPS: Action 14 Inclusive Framework on BEPS: Action 14 OECD Publishing This report reﬂects the outcome of the stage 2
peer monitoring of the implementation of the Action 14 Minimum Standard by Austria, which is accompanied by a
document addressing the implementation of best practices. Pretoria Student Law Review 2017-11 Pretoria University Law
Press About the publication It is with great joy that I, along with the editorial committee, present to you, reader, the
2017 Pretoria Student Law Review. On this journal’s 11th edition, it has been an expansive year with a wider variety of
topics being researched and produced by our authors. As law students, young scholars and future legal practitioners,
we have a duty to utilise the unique position that we are in to challenge the status quo. Fittingly, the topics covered
prove themselves to be contemporary and legally pertinent and encourage critical thinking of the law and its place in
South African society. This year has not only been a challenging one for students, staﬀ and parents but also for the
citizens of South Africa as a whole. It is thus with even greater pleasure that we oﬀer our humble contribution to legal
academia. Every year of publication faces its own challenges, and this year was no diﬀerent. However, it is through
setbacks and ambitious deadlines that which makes a ﬁnalised product that much more deserved. This year’s edition
touches on a variety of themes which is certain to pique anyone’s interest. This year’s edition of the PSLR would not
have been possible without the dedication and hard work of a particularly motivated and dedicated team. To Simon
Botha, Privilege Chanana, Rutendo Chinomona, Roxanne Gilbert, Lethabo Mailula, Agnes Matasane, Raeesah Thomas,
Thomas White and Jurgen Zwecker for your long hours and persistence in the production of this year’s edition. You all
have contributed to the mechanism of this wonderful team and it has been a privilege to have worked with you. I
would further like to thank the authors for their submissions and tireless eﬀorts to produce quality articles. My further
thanks to Prof Andre Boraine and Lizette Hermann for their consistent guidance and leadership this year. This year’s
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edition would not be the success it is without their encouragement and input this year. A further thank you to Prof
Philip Stevens for his contributions and input. I would also like to thank Adebayo Okeowo for his contribution for the
cover for this year’s edition. I trust you, the reader, will ﬁnd the included articles as insightful and though-provoking
as the editorial team did. Sarah Burford Managing editor Table of Contents Editors’ note Sarah Burford From the
Dean’s desk Andre Boraine Media freedom in Kenya in 2017: A reality or a mirage? Shirley Genga Re-imagining a
culture of justiﬁcation through transformative constitutionalism and the philosophy of ubuntu Ofentse Thato Kgabo
The eﬀects of public participation on environmental impact assessment Amori Kock A comparative analysis of the
UNICITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency and EU Insolvency Regulation 2017, against the background of
various sources of cross-border insolvency law Primrose E.R. Kurasha Anti-doping: The credibility of the Whereabouts
rule Primrose E.R. Kurasha Tax morality: Examining the BEPS debate, work of the OECD and its impact on Africa Daniel
Godson Olika Marikana, a past never truly escaped: A critique on the commodiﬁcation of the legal system and the law
as an instrument of justice in post-apartheid South Africa Vaughn Rajah Administrative law — a tool for social justice
and transformative constitutionalism: The implications of Melani v City of Johannesburg Nelsie Siboza Reﬂection and
cogitation on the fallacy of postapartheid jurisprudence and the residue of apartheid jurisprudence: The Marikana
massacre Tshepo Twala The Political Economy of Public Finance Ijopec Publication Global Action Plan on Physical Activity
2018-2030 More Active People for a Healthier World World Health Organization Regular physical activity is proven to help
prevent and treat noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) such as heart disease stroke diabetes and breast and colon
cancer. It also helps to prevent hypertension overweight and obesity and can improve mental health quality of life and
well-being. In addition to the multiple health beneﬁts of physical activity societies that are more active can generate
additional returns on investment including a reduced use of fossil fuels cleaner air and less congested safer roads.
These outcomes are interconnected with achieving the shared goals political priorities and ambition of the Sustainable
Development Agenda 2030. The new WHO global action plan to promote physical activity responds to the requests by
countries for updated guidance and a framework of eﬀective and feasible policy actions to increase physical activity at
all levels. It also responds to requests for global leadership and stronger regional and national coordination and the
need for a whole-of-society response to achieve a paradigm shift in both supporting and valuing all people being
regularly active according to ability and across the life course. The action plan was developed through a worldwide
consultation process involving governments and key stakeholders across multiple sectors including health sports
transport urban design civil society academia and the private sector. Tax Sovereignty in the BEPS Era Kluwer Law
International B.V. The power of a country to freely design its tax system is generally understood to be an integral feature
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of sovereignty. However, as an inevitable result of globalization and income mobility, one country’s exercise of tax
sovereignty often overlaps, interferes with, or even impedes that of another. In this collection of essays,
internationally respected practitioners and academics reveal how the OECD’s Base Erosion and Pro t Shifting (BEPS)
initiative, although a major step in the right direction, is insuf cient to resolve the tax sovereignty paradox. Each
contribution deals with diﬀerent facets of a single topic: How tax sovereignty is shaped in a post ,BEPS world. The
contributors provide in ,depth analysis of such relevant issues as the following: hy multilateral cooperation and soft
law consensus are the preferred solutions to a loss of autonomy over national tax policy; – how digital commerce has
upended traditional notions of source and residence; – why residence and source continue to be the two essential
building blocks of tax sovereignty and the backbone of the international tax system; – how developing countries can
take advantage of the new international tax architecture to ensure that their voices are truly shaping the standards;
and – transfer pricing reform. Collectively, the authors provide an authoritative commentary on the necessary
preconditions for exercising the power to tax in today’s world. Their perspectives and recommendations will prove of
great value to all policymakers, legislators, practitioners, and academics in the international taxation arena. Transfer
Pricing Developments Around the World 2018 Kluwer Law International B.V. Intensive work on transfer pricing, one of the
most relevant and challenging topics in the international tax environment, continues to increase worldwide at every
level of government and international policy with far-reaching impact on countries’ legislations, administrative
guidelines, and jurisprudence. This book presents an in-depth, issue-by-issue analysis of the current state of
developments along with suggestions for future solutions to the problems raised. Emerging from the research
conducted by the WU Transfer Pricing Center at the Institute for Austrian and International Tax Law at WU (Vienna
University of Economics and Business), this book oﬀers seven topic-based papers prepared by international experts on
transfer pricing. Greatly helping to deﬁne where the line should be drawn to distinguish genuine transfer pricing
issues from other anti-avoidance measures, this book encompasses the following topics: • global transfer pricing
developments; • transfer pricing developments in the European Union; • transfer pricing developments in the United
States; • transfer pricing developments in developing countries and emerging economies; • recent developments on
transfer pricing documentation and country-by-country reporting; • recent developments on comparability analysis in
transfer pricing; and • recent developments on the proﬁt split method. The intense work of international organizations
such as the OECD, UN, EU, World Customs Organization, World Bank, International Monetary Fund, and other
international organizations is thoroughly analyzed in this book. The detailed analysis will be of immeasurable value to
the various players including international organizations, the business community and advisory ﬁrms, corporate CEOs
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and CFOs, and government oﬃcials as well as to tax lawyers, in-house counsel, and interested academics in facilitating
an eﬃcient dialogue and coordinated approach to transfer pricing in the future. OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Proﬁt
Shifting Project Country-by-Country Reporting – Compilation of Peer Review Reports (Phase 1) Inclusive Framework on
BEPS: Action 13 Inclusive Framework on BEPS: Action 13 OECD Publishing Under the Action 13 Minimum Standard,
jurisdictions have committed to foster tax transparency by requesting the largest multinational enterprise groups
(MNE Groups) to provide the global allocation of their income, taxes and other indicators of the location of economic
activity. This ... Fundamentals of Transfer Pricing Industries, Regions, New Technologies, and Other Topics Kluwer Law
International B.V. This is Part Two of a crucially signiﬁcant two-volume set on the nature of transfer pricing that fully
elucidates how the growing body of applicable rules works in practice. The preceding volume, subtitled General Topics
and Speciﬁc Transactions, focused on basic principles and specialized topics. This volume enlarges the scope of the
ﬁrst volume, particularly concerning industry speciﬁcs, regional considerations, the use of new technologies, and the
intersection between transfer pricing rules and other disciplines. As in the ﬁrst volume, stakeholding contributors from
government, multinational companies, international organizations, advisory groups, and academia oﬀer deeply
informed perspectives, both general and speciﬁc, on the practical application of transfer pricing rules. With numerous
examples and relevant international judicial precedents, the authors augment the ﬁrst volume in such ways as the
following: extended analysis of particular business sectors, including automotive, banking, consumer goods, insurance,
IT, oil and gas, and pharmaceutics; speciﬁc jurisdictional coverage of the United States, the European Union, Brazil,
China, and India; detailed presentation of the use of new technologies by both taxpayers and tax authorities; and
further in-depth analysis of transfer pricing’s interaction with various ﬁelds of law. With this authoritative source of
practical guidance, advisors, in-house practitioners, government oﬃcials, and academics worldwide will have all the
details they need to move forward in tackling the complex aspects of the current transfer pricing environment. OECD
Transfer Pricing Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and Tax Administrations 2022 OECD Publishing In a global
economy where multinational enterprises (MNEs) play a prominent role, governments need to ensure that the taxable
proﬁts of MNEs are not artiﬁcially shifted out of their jurisdiction and that the tax base reported by MNEs in their
country reﬂects the economic activity undertaken therein. For taxpayers, it is essential to limit the risks of economic
double taxation. Fundamentals of Transfer Pricing A Practical Guide Kluwer Law International B.V. Transfer pricing
continues to be one of the most signiﬁcant areas of heightened controversy in international taxation for multinational
enterprises and tax administrations. Due to its far-reaching consequences, tax professionals and individual tax
jurisdictions are required to understand the fundamentals of the topic, which is often caught in a maze of literature.
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Emerging from the joint research conducted by the WU Transfer Pricing Center at the Institute for Austrian and
International Tax Law at WU (Vienna University of Economics and Business), the international tax law ﬁrm L&P –
Ludovici Piccone & Partners, and the experiences from the annual advanced transfer pricing courses and conferences,
this ﬁrst edition of the book acts as a manual for understanding transfer pricing principles and their practical
application. It provides a balanced approach by ﬁrst detailing the basics of transfer pricing and second proceeding to
speciﬁc topics that are highly relevant in today's tax environment. For the purpose of easy understanding, the book is
presented in two parts: Part I: General Topics I. Introduction to Transfer Pricing II. Accurate Delineation and
Recognition of Actual Transactions: Comparability Analysis III. Transfer Pricing Methods (Part I): Traditional
Transaction Methods IV. Transfer Pricing Methods (Part II): Transactional Proﬁt Methods V. Administrative Approaches
to Avoiding/Minimizing Transfer Pricing Disputes VI. Administrative Approaches to Resolving Transfer Pricing Disputes
VII. Transfer Pricing Documentation: Master File, Country File and Country-by-Country Reporting Part II: Speciﬁc Topics
VIII. Attribution of Proﬁts to Permanent Establishments IX. Transfer Pricing and Intra-group Services X. Transfer
Pricing and Intra-group Financial Transactions XI. Transfer Pricing and Intangibles XII. Transfer Pricing, Supply Chain
Management and Business Restructurings XIII. Transfer Pricing and Customs Valuation XIV. Transfer Pricing and EU
State Aid In analysing the above topics, the work undertaken by the OECD, UN, EU, World Customs Organization, World
Bank, International Monetary Fund and other international organizations is considered. Moreover, the book contains
several practical examples, judicial precedents and illustrative explanations to complement the understanding. The
book will be a catalyst for immense learning of students and young professionals who are at the introductory stage of
understanding the nuances of transfer pricing. Further, the book also caters to tax lawyers, in-house tax counsels and
academics working in international organizations, the business community and advisory ﬁrms as well as government
oﬃcials interested in understanding transfer pricing. OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting Project Neutralising
the Eﬀects of Hybrid Mismatch Arrangements, Action 2 - 2015 Final Report OECD Publishing Addressing base erosion and
proﬁt shifting (BEPS) is a key priority of governments. In 2013, OECD and G20 countries, working together on an equal
footing, adopted a 15-point Action Plan to address BEPS. This publication is the ﬁnal report for Action 2. Tax,
Inequality, and Human Rights Oxford University Press For the ﬁrst time, Human Rights and Tax in an Unequal World
brings together works by human rights and tax law experts, to illustrate the linkages between the two ﬁelds and to
reveal their mutual relevance in tackling economic, social, and political inequalities. Against the backdrop of systemic
corporate tax avoidance, the widespread use of tax havens, persistent pressures to embrace austerity policies, and
growing gaps between the rich and poor, this book encourages readers to understand ﬁscal policy as human rights
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policy, with profound consequences for the wellbeing of citizens around the world. The essays collected examine where
the foundational principles of tax law and human rights law intersect and diverge; discuss the cross-border nature and
human rights impacts of abusive practices like tax avoidance and evasion; question the role of states in bringing
transparency and accountability to tax policies and practices; highlight the responsibility of private sector actors for
the consequences of tax laws; and critically evaluate certain domestic tax rules through the lens of equality and nondiscrimination. The contributing scholars and practitioners explore how an international human rights framework can
anchor debates around international tax reform and domestic ﬁscal consolidation in existing state obligations. They
address what human rights law requires of state tax policies, and what a state's tax laws and loopholes mean for the
enjoyment of human rights within and outside its borders. Ultimately, tax and human rights both turn on the
relationship between the individual and the state, and thus both ﬁelds face crises as the social contract frays and
populist, illiberal regimes are on the rise. Transfer Pricing in Manufacturing An Analysis of the OECD Guidelines Springer
Nature Preventing Treaty Abuse Schriftenreihe IStR Band 101 Linde Verlag GmbH Analysis of notion, roots und measures
of treaty abuse The OECD initiative on Base Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting has put the issue of treaty abuse and the means
to counter it on top of the global political agenda. Preventing treaty abuse is therefore currently one of the most
debated topics in international tax law. Diverging national legal traditions in combatting abuse both under domestic
and tax treaty law have led to a globally diversiﬁed legal framework in this respect and make the OECD’s agenda to
harmonize these attempts even more challenging. The aim of this book is to analyze the notion of treaty abuse, its
historical roots and the measures to counter it. The book’s topics cover a wide range of both policy and legal issues.
The contributions’ main focus lies onanalyzing the proposals put forward by the OECD in BEPS action items 6 and 7. In
addition, this book analyzes the lessons which can be learnt from the US tax treaty policy and elaborates on the eﬀects
the intensiﬁed ﬁght against treaty abuse will have from a Non-OECD member state perspective. Also EU law is taken
into account and the question raised which impact the fundamental freedoms might have on the development of new
anti-avoidance rules. Finally the relation between domestic and treaty based anti-avoidance is analyzed in great detail,
identifying the methodical problems of ensuring a sound and abuse safe legal framework. With this book, the authors
and editors hope to contribute to the discussion on selected issues of preventing treaty abuse and the challenges they
present to policy makers, judges, tax administrations and tax advisers. Removing Tax Barriers to China's Belt and Road
Initiative Kluwer Law International B.V. Since its announcement in 2013, the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), also known as
the New Silk Road, has gradually gained international recognition. The project requires not only extensive investment
in infrastructure and transportation but also an acceleration of the internationalization of multinationals and supply
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chains in Belt and Road countries. The project will, hopefully, lead governments and businesses in countries along the
Belt and Road to compete, adopt best practices and improve transparency. The BRI marks a national push by China to
increase economic links to Southeast Asia, Central Asia, Russia, the Baltic region (Central and Eastern Europe), Africa
and Latin America, which will have major consequences for the way that tax systems interact. Emerging from the
research conducted by the WU Global Tax Policy Center in cooperation with several Chinese universities, this book
oﬀers fourteen policy-relevant research papers prepared by international experts on the following issues: • The New
Silk Road: Will Tax Be a Facilitator or a Barrier? • Neo-BEPS: China’s Prescription for International Tax Reform
Embodying the Rationality of the Belt & Road Initiative; • International Taxation Coordination under China’s Belt and
Road Strategy; • Tax Issues in the Main Belt and Road Countries and Industries of China’s Outward Foreign Direct
Investment; • Preferential Arrangements under Chinese Tax Treaties with Belt and Road Countries and Disputes
Regarding Their Applicability; • Tax Planning by Going-Global Enterprises for Cross-Border Earnings: Observations
Based on Belt and Road Countries; • International Taxation Issues under the Belt and Road Initiative: Corporate Income
Tax Laws and Tax Treaties; • Financial and Tax Operations in the Five Central Asian Countries; • The Role of BorderCrossing Procedures in the Transportation of Goods along the New Silk Road; • Transfer Pricing Issues Related to the
Belt and Road Initiative; • Tax Treaties between Belt and Road Countries; • VAT Challenges in the Belt and Road
Initiative; • Global Tax Policy Post-BEPS and the Perils of the Silk Road; and • Creating a Positive Tax Climate for
Complex Multijurisdictional Investment Projects. Outcomes presented in the book consist of ﬁndings presented during
Tax Policy Forum on the Belt and Road Initiative held on 12–13 June 2017 in Beijing, jointly organized with Peking
University Tax Law Center and the Central University of Finance and Economics, Beijing. These papers also formed the
basis for input by WU Global Tax Policy Center at the ﬁrst meeting of The Belt and Road Initiative Tax Cooperation
Conference (BRITCC) held in Astana on 14–16 May 2018, in which it was agreed to establish a permanent forum to
examine the tax issues that arise from the BRI. The WU Global Tax Policy Center will continue to provide inputs to this
forum. International Taxation of Banking Kluwer Law International B.V. Banking is an increasingly global business, with a
complex network of international transactions within multinational groups and with international customers. This book
provides a thorough, practical analysis of international taxation issues as they aﬀect the banking industry. Thoroughly
explaining banking’s signiﬁcant beneﬁts and risks and its taxable activities, the book’s broad scope examines such
issues as the following: taxation of dividends and branch proﬁts derived from other countries; transfer pricing and
branch proﬁt attribution; taxation of global trading activities; tax risk management; provision of services and
intangible property within multinational groups; taxation treatment of research and development expenses;
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availability of tax incentives such as patent box tax regimes; swaps and other derivatives; loan provisions and debt
restructuring; ﬁnancial technology (FinTech); group treasury, interest ﬂows, and thin capitalisation; tax havens and
controlled foreign companies; and taxation policy developments and trends. Case studies show how international tax
analysis can be applied to speciﬁc examples. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development Base
Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting (OECD BEPS) measures and how they apply to banking taxation are discussed. The related
provisions of the OECD Model Tax Convention are analysed in detail. The banking industry is characterised by rapid
change, including increased diversiﬁcation with new banking products and services, and the increasing signiﬁcance of
activities such as shadow banking outside current regulatory regimes. For all these reasons and more, this book will
prove to be an invaluable springboard for problem solving and mastering international taxation issues arising from
banking. The book will be welcomed by corporate counsel, banking law practitioners, and all professionals, oﬃcials,
and academics concerned with ﬁnance and its tax ramiﬁcations. Harmful Tax Competition An Emerging Global Issue
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development Globalisation has had positive eﬀects on the development of tax
systems and has encouraged countries to engage in base broadening and rate reducing tax reforms. However, it has
also created an environment in which tax havens thrive and in which ... Jurisdiction to Tax Corporate Income Pursuant
to the Presumptive Beneﬁt Principle A Critical Analysis of Structural Paradigms Underlying Corporate Income Taxation
and Proposals for Reform Kluwer Law International B.V. Jurisdiction to Tax Corporate Income Pursuant to the Presumptive
Beneﬁt Principle intends to demonstrate that the proﬁt shifting phenomenon (i.e., the ability of companies to book
their proﬁts in jurisdictions other than those that host their economic activities) is real, severe, undesirable, and above
all, the natural consequence of both the preservation of three fundamental paradigms that have historically underlain
corporate income taxes and their precise legal conﬁguration. In view of this, the book submits a number of proposals
in relation to the aforementioned paradigms and in the light of the suggested “presumptive beneﬁt principle” so as to
counteract proﬁt shifting risks and thus attain a more equitable allocation of taxing rights among States. This PhD
thesis obtained the prestigious European Academic Tax Thesis Award 2018 granted by the European Commission and
the European Association of Tax Law Professors. What’s in this book: This book provides a disruptive discourse on tax
sovereignty in the ﬁeld of corporate income taxation that endeavors to escape from long-standing tax policy
tendencies and prejudices while considering the challenges posed by a globalized (and increasingly digitalized)
economy. In particular, the book oﬀers an innovative perspective on certain deep-rooted paradigms historically
underlying corporate income taxation: tax treatment of related parties within a corporate group along with the arm’slength standard; corporate tax residence standards; and deﬁnition of source for corporate income tax purposes, with a
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particular emphasis on the permanent establishment concept. The book explores their respective origins, supposed tax
policy rationales, structural problems and interactions; ultimately showing how the way tax jurisdiction is currently
deﬁned through them inherently tends to trigger proﬁt shifting outcomes. In view of the conclusions of the study, the
author suggests the use of a new version of the traditional beneﬁt principle (the “presumptive beneﬁt principle”) that
would contribute to address the proﬁt shifting phenomenon while serving as a practical guideline to achieve a more
equitable allocation of taxing rights among jurisdictions. Finally, the book submits a number of proposals inspired by
the aforementioned guideline that aspire to strike a balance between equity, eﬀectiveness and technical feasibility.
They include a new corporate tax residence test and, most notably, a proposal on a new remote-sales permanent
establishment. How this will help you: With its case study (based on the Apple group) empirically demonstrating the
existence of the proﬁt shifting phenomenon, its clearly documented exposure of the reasons why traditional corporate
income tax regimes systematically give rise to these outcomes, its new tax policy guideline and its proposals for
reform, this book makes a signiﬁcant contribution to current tax policy discussions concerning corporate income
taxation in cross-border scenarios. It will be warmly welcomed by all concerned—policymakers, scholars,
practitioners—with the greatest tax policy challenges that corporate income taxation is facing in the contemporary
world. Addressing Base Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting OECD Publishing This report presents studies and data available
regarding the existence and magnitude of base erosion and proﬁt shifting (BEPS), and contains an overview of global
developments that have an impact on corporate tax matters. International Taxation of Energy Production and
Distribution Kluwer Law International B.V. Energy is a major global industry with rapid ongoing changes in areas such as
carbon taxes, emissions trading regimes, and the development of renewable energy. The cross-border nature of the
industry calls for the thorough, expert, and up-to-date analysis provided in this timely and practical book. Taking a
down-to-earth, problem-solving approach to policy and practice in the ﬁeld worldwide, the author focuses on the
international tax framework, and the tax regimes in leading energy producing and consuming countries. The book
introduces and analyses signiﬁcant international tax issues related to energy production and distribution, extending
from the tax regime in the country where the oil, gas, or coal exploration and production activities are located, through
to cross-border transportation using pipelines, tankers, and bulk carriers, to the taxation of power stations and
electricity transmission and distribution networks. The taxation issues covered include the following: – upstream oil
and gas and mining taxes; – incentives for renewable energy; – carbon taxes and emission trading regimes; – dividend,
interest, and royalty ﬂows; – foreign tax credits; – permanent establishments; – mergers and acquisitions; – taxation
issues for derivatives and hedging; – transfer pricing; – regional purchasing, marketing, service, and intangible
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property structures; – free trade agreements and customs unions; – dispute resolution; and – tax administration and
risk management. Detailed updates are included on the most recent international tax developments aﬀecting the
energy industry, including the OECD Action Plan on Base Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting (BEPS) and the 2017 OECD
Transfer Pricing Guidelines. Case studies oﬀer an opportunity to apply international tax analysis to speciﬁc examples,
and gain practice in identifying and discussing relevant international taxation issues. This book will be of signiﬁcant
value to corporate tax managers and in-house counsel, together with accountants, lawyers, economists, government
oﬃcials, and academics connected with the energy industry and related international taxation issues. OECD/G20 Base
Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting Project Neutralising the Eﬀects of Branch Mismatch Arrangements, Action 2 Inclusive
Framework on BEPS Inclusive Framework on BEPS OECD Publishing This 2017 report sets out recommendations for
branch mismatch rules that would bring the treatment of these structures into line with the treatment of hybrid
mismatch arrangements as set out in the 2015 Report on Neutralising the Eﬀects of Hybrids Mismatch Arrangements
(Action 2 Report). MLI Made Easy Kluwer Law International B.V. The Multilateral Convention to Implement Tax Treaty
Related Measures to Prevent Base Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting (MLI) provides an innovative approach to enable
countries to swiftly modify their bilateral tax treaties in order to implement measures developed in the course of the
Base Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting (BEPS) Project. MLI, the ﬁrst successfully concluded multilateral tax treaty, provides
jurisdictions with the tools they need to ensure that proﬁts are taxed where economic activities generating the proﬁts
are performed, while at the same time giving businesses greater certainty. MLI Made Easy makes it easier to get a
complete grasp of this swift but complex modiﬁcation process of tax treaties. This ﬁrst and only self-contained book
oﬀers an unmatched article-by-article discussion of the MLI with an abundance of practical examples, diagrams, and
ﬂowcharts to make the information easier to understand and apply. Focusing on measures to combat tax evasion and
abuse of tax treaties arising due to artiﬁcial avoidance of a permanent establishment status, hybrid mismatch
arrangements, and other aspects of taxation, the book includes an in-depth discussion of the following and more: how
speciﬁc gaps in existing bilateral tax treaties are addressed by the MLI; positions taken by selected jurisdictions and
their impact on treaties; compatibility clauses, notiﬁcation clauses, opting-in mechanisms, alternative provisions, and
reservations; experiences in the course of implementation of the MLI; misconceptions and lingering doubts in respect
of various substantive and procedural provisions of the MLI; interaction between the principal purpose test and
simpliﬁed limitation on beneﬁts; improving dispute resolution; and meaning of the phrases ‘on or after’, ‘other taxes’,
and interpretational issues in entry into eﬀect provisions. Adopted by a majority of jurisdictions worldwide, MLI
preserves the tax sovereignty of its Parties and has been successful in overcoming barriers to the conclusion of a
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worldwide multilateral tax treaty. Because this easy-to-use book immensely facilitates understanding and application
of the treaty measures developed in the course of the BEPS Project, it will be of immeasurable use to practitioners and
other professionals engaging in international taxation, as well as to taxation authorities and interested academics in
any part of the world. OECD Arbitration in Tax Treaty Law Schriftenreihe IStR Band 111 Linde Verlag GmbH Arbitration:
the solution to tackle cross-border tax disputes From the increasing integration of the world economy and the lack of
rules to govern the taxation of multinational enterprises to cross-border tax disputes: arbitration is one potential
solution. Arbitration is not a new development in the international tax arena, but it has not yet been widely
implemented in practice. In the last few years, the concept of arbitration in tax matters was revived, mainly following
the OECD/G20 BEPS Project, as well as the EU Action Plan on Corporate Taxation. Now arbitration is expected to play a
more signiﬁcant role and enhance the existing framework of cross-border tax dispute resolution. „OECD Arbitration in
Tax Treaty Law” constitutes a comprehensive compendium on international tax arbitration and provides in-depth
analysis of all relevant aspects of the topic. The introductory chapters provide background information on tax
arbitration and comparisons with other areas of law. The book also takes stock of the recent developments in this area
within the OECD, the EU, the UN and the United States. It addresses the main concerns that have been raised with
regard to arbitration, and compares and contrasts the design of various arbitration clauses. It also considers potential
future developments. This compendium on international tax arbitration shows one way how to tackle the rising tide of
cross-border tax disputes. Transfer Pricing and Developing Economies A Handbook for Policy Makers and Practitioners
World Bank Publications Recent years have seen unprecedented public scrutiny over the tax practices of Multinational
Enterprise (MNE) groups. Tax policy and administration concerning international transactions, aggressive tax planning,
and tax avoidance have become an issue of extensive national and international debate in developed and developing
countries alike. Within this context, transfer pricing, historically a subject of limited specialist interest, has attained
name recognition amongst a broader global audience that is concerned with equitable ﬁscal policy and sustainable
development. Abusive transfer pricing practices are considered to pose major risk to the direct tax base of many
countries and developing countries are particularly vulnerable because corporate tax tends to account for a larger
share of their revenue. This handbook is part of the wider WBG engagement in supporting countries with Domestic
Resource Mobilization (DRM) by protecting their tax base and aims to cover all relevant aspects that have to be
considered when introducing or strengthening transfer pricing regimes. The handbook provides guidance on analytical
steps that can be taken to understand a country’s potential exposure to inappropriate transfer pricing (transfer
mispricing) and outlines the main areas that require attention in the design and implementation of transfer pricing
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regimes. A discussion of relevant aspects of the legislative process, including the formulation of a transfer pricing
policy, and the role and content of administrative guidance, is combined with the presentation of country examples on
the practical application and implementation of the arm’s length principle and on running an eﬀective transfer pricing
audit program. Recognizing the importance of transfer pricing regulation and administration for the business
environment and investor conﬁdence, this handbook aims to balance the general objective of protecting a country’s
tax base and raising additional revenue with investment climate considerations wherever appropriate. A Guide to the
Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive Edward Elgar Publishing This book provides a concise, practical guide to the European
Union’s Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive (ATAD). Presenting unique insights into the ATAD’s ﬁve speciﬁc anti-avoidance
rules, its chapters explain the background of those rules, the directive’s interactions with relevant jurisprudence, and
the challenges posed to the ATAD’s interpretation and implementation in domestic law.
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